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Abstract

The onset of the Internet has ushered in changes to the fine art honours
program, albeit all higher education pedagogical foundations for arts related
curriculum. By opening out the immediacy of human engagement through the
Internet, digital connections have in some cases become as important as the
analog physical form. In this research project an interactive website will be
developed and hosted online to connect studio practice with international
audiences, national events and personal artist experiences showcasing visual
creations in the studio setting. Semi-structured and impromptu dialogue
recorded with consent between supervisor and student (artist), or student and
event participant will serve as a foundation upon which to test, develop and
implement the process of image making and expand these into more
conceptual works, employing mediums such as printmaking, film making,
sculpture, performance and installation art. A physical and virtual diary will be
employed to document planning, discussion notes and to help develop a
critical discourse analysis, ensuing model of engagement and framework
consisting of emergent concepts and themes presented in an installation
exhibition format.
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Objectives

Upon completion of this Visual Art 492 Honours research project it will be
evident that the student has:

1. Ethics Clearance - Negotiated and obtained ethical clearance in
conjunction with Course Coordinator, Ted Snell to exhibit all creation
forms of this remote studio practice culminating in a multi-media
installation at John Curtin Gallery, Bentley Campus.

2. Website - Developed an interactive, online website where completed
and in progress creative art forms (“Body of Works”) in both the physical
and virtual context are made accessible for examiner critique;

3. Diary - Provided for scrutiny a physical and virtual online visual diary
(“diary”), which provides proof of process orientation to inform the
creation of physical print media works, photography, filmmaking and
installation creations;

4. Forums - Contributed actively in School of Art organised online forums,
web conference discussions and student reviews with the supervisor
and Curtin University art school students and staff;

5. Supervision - Critically analysed and processed for review key events
involving interactions and experiences with Honours Supervisor, Harry
Hummerston.

Research Questions

1. Which platforms, information systems and online services offer the most
effective means by which visual artists can engage with and sustain
meaningful cultural and participatory interactions with national and
international audiences? and/or;

2. What significance do traditional forms of printmaking i.e. etching,
woodcuts, monotypes have in determining how a visual arts student utilizes
digital technologies to develop a deeper engagement and enhanced visual
aesthetic?
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Background

This honours research project conducted at Curtin University School of Art
examines and critically appraises online technologies as they interrelate with
traditional forms of self-expression, especially in the printmaking media
paradigm. The project provides the student (“Artist”) with an opportunity to
critically analyse existing teaching methodologies, develop studio practice
involving online engagement and advocate for greater flexibility for the
students undertaking other necessary everyday tasks whilst completing art
studio practice and studies in a remote online setting..

Traditional printmaking and contemporary digital image duplicity have been
pushed into new realms within current Western Australian printmaking
practice. It is evident that the Award circuit i.e. Fremantle Print Awards and
Prints WA now have a particular emphasis in terms of explorative image
making using digital softwares and services, opening up new and emerging
categories defined by these digital interactions and substrates. Hayes will
push the boundaries of visual, moving image and audio creation through a
series of interventions, installations, personal engagements conjoining remote
studio practice, art theory, public engagement and the ever expanding realm
of the artist as ‘cyborg’.

Literature Review

A literature review reveals contemporary theorists and artists in this field to
investigate including Rick Rue, Nigel Helyer, Anns Siebel, Rob Muir, Kat
Hope, Jacque Attali, Stellarc, David Haynes, Sherre De Lys, and Joyce
Hinterding.

Research Plan / Methodology

The student in collaboration with Honours supervisor will;

1. Investigate every means by which to conduct an Honours art studio
program through remote studio practice via the Internet;
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2. Negotiate approvals and obtain ethical clearance in order to conduct art
related research activities involving creative research participants;

3. Access and maintain an online web presence website and produce art
forms via personal and institutional computing devices and facilities;

4. Identify and document key theorists, significant figures and
contemporary studio related practices in the Australian national and
international context;

5. Access and analyse key peer reviewed publications in this
contemporary field of creative endeavour;

6. Develop criteria, determine parameters and conduct analysis of
methodologies used for remote studio practice and online learning;

7. Catalyse, facilitate and collaborate with inclusion of all interested parties
either through online chat room facility or via email;

8. Compose and articulate research and project findings as a
comprehensive Honours thesis for submission and examiner review;

9. Present significant findings at university events, external conferences
and seek further inclusion in peer reviewed publications forums;

10. Showcase in a public context significant artworks in face-to-face,
online and as blended presentations, such as digital installations
including physical objects insitu.

Significance of the Research

This undergraduate Honours project will endeavor to examine the key
potential and presenting challenges of online learning to both student,
educator and higher education institution alike. This project will also endeavor
to demonstrate the means by which technological change is commensurate
with that of the developing print media fraternities associated with its' physical
output in print form.

It is of a relatively recent time that online study of visual and performing arts
including print media has been offered in this form, hence the need to
examine its potential, equity and ethical challenges for future programming in
this curriculum area. The technical significance of utilizing the Internet for
creative practice is evident in the wide scope for new works that ‘online’ study
methodology present, especially as computers become increasingly ‘smarter’
as mobile and body worn phones. As the role of digital media as a print form
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evolves so does the manner in which this form is taught. The significance this
change in learning methodology has, is profound as more and more learning
programs move towards online interaction as opposed to face-to-face
teaching.

The development of an interactive site which depicts these new forms of
printmaking will allow transparency of learning methodology to emerge for
those interested in exploring this increasingly ‘alternative’ interaction.

Resources & Facilities

As this project will commence online it will be necessary for both supervisor
and student alike to have ready access to advanced computing with stable
and fast Internet connection via dial up 56 kbps modem.

Ideally the student will have access to studio and performance settings with
audience participation within the university setting, exploring with technical
assistance the myriad of ways in which remote practice can be scheduled,
and for the student to present at physical events within the School of Art. The
student has a self-contained print workshop at his home residence and will
utilize this for construction of works to be used / reused in a virtual setting. All
other resource and facility needs are as the Honours program dictates is
necessary in terms of research.

Timetable

A negotiated, carefully detailed timetable will be developed in consultation
with project supervisor, Harry Hummerston. If necessary, varied changes will
be made to the existing course timetable to accommodate this form of study
schedule the student has advocated to pursue in completion of research and
this program of study.

A project timeline will be developed and implemented covering every aspect
of requirement for units offered. The manner in which examination will occur
will be negotiated with Course Coordinator, Associate Professor Ted Snell.
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Preliminary Drawings

Figures developed and documented in artist visual diaries in 2001 and 2002.

Figure 1: ‘Emergent Concepts’ - Musing on contemporary artists in the field
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Figure 2: ‘SOFA 02 Exhibition’ - Pallet rack style installation - Preliminary concepts

Figure 3: ‘Project 44’ - Drums / Grid installation concept
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Figure 4: ‘Circuit’ concept drawing - Discussion with Rob Muir

Figure 5: Plan drawings for threaded chrome legs for ‘Ken Oath’ installation
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Figure 6: Plan drawing for plinth mounted ‘Ken Oath’ installation

Figure 7: ‘Project 44 Gen Set’ plan drawing - Rob Muir discussion
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Figure 8: ‘Plan drawing’ - PICA installation concept

Figure 9: ‘Concept map’: Data management & exhibition
planning with Annette Seamen
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Figure 10: ‘Honours Project’ Data management plan -
Discussion with Harry Hummerston

Figure 11: ‘Project 44’ conceptual considerations - Detail
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Figure 12: ‘Project 44’ Concept Drawing - Discussion with Doikno Pasilan

Figure 13: ‘Net Working 1’ Preliminary planning Drawing - Craig Golding & Rob Muir
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Figure 14: ‘Project 44’ Gen Set sled planner & exhibition format drawing

Figure 15: ‘Project 44’ Curtin University AV room concept planner -
Discussion with Harry Hummerston
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Figure 16: ‘Biennale Electronic Arts Perth’ (BEAP) Installation Concepts -
Discussion with Dr. Paul Thomas
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Figure 17: ‘Art Education’ Remote Practice Discussions - Ben Joel

Figure 18: ‘Space versus Place’ Online art education workshop discussion
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Figure 19: ‘Acoustic Ecology’ discussion with Victoria Vesna, Artist - Notes.
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Figure 20: ‘Currency of Transmission’ Discussion with Barbara Cotter - Conceptual
Framework for Remote Studio Development through Open Learning Australia with Penny

Bovell
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Figure 21: ‘Vernacular’ - Discussion with Ric Rue & Rob Muir about 'Plunderphonics’
Concept
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Figure 22: ‘Schools Fabric’ - Honours Program rewrite: Discussion with
Ted Snell & Harry Hummerston
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Figure 23: Consultation: Barbara Cotter - ‘Manipulation of Narrative’
Social Media Concept Discussion
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Figure 24: ‘Drum Net’ - Header Image for honours project website

Figure 25: ‘Net_Working 1’ Plinth Scales & Design - Email attachment to
Harry Hummerston - V1
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Figure 26: ‘Net Working-1’ - Installation plinth detail
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Figure 27: ‘Networking-1-Plinth’ - Net shape planner
& discussion starter.
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Figure 28: ‘Cad Drawings: Networking 1’ - Colour planner for installation.
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Figure 29: ‘SOFA’ Graduation Exhibition 2002 flyer (front)

Figure 30: ‘SOFA’ Graduation Exhibition 2002 flyer (rear)
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Figure 31: ‘Project 44’ - Curtin University AV Room

Figure 32: ‘Project 44’ - Wogarno Station, Western Australia
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Figure 33: ‘Ken Oath’ - John Curtin Gallery, SOFA 2002 Exhibition

Figure 34: ‘Net Working 1’ - John Curtin Gallery, SOFA 2002 Exhibition
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Figure 35: ‘Net Working 2’ - John Curtin Gallery, SOFA 2002 Exhibition
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